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North American Rescue, LLC Announces
Acquisition of Adaptive Thermal Solutions, Inc.
GREER, SC — August 16, 2010 — North American Rescue, LLC (NAR) announces the acquisition of
Adaptive Thermal Solutions Inc, (ATSI), a privately held Research and Development and manufacturing firm
headquartered in Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
ATSI has developed a portfolio of medical devices primarily focused on emergency response and Medevac
hypothermia management. Research has proven the critical nature of hypothermia management in trauma
situations as the management of body temperature has been revealed as one of the most important factors in
survival and reduction in mortality rates in trauma cases. The suite of products developed by ATSI includes a
variety of emergency related, portable, light weight, heated medical devices that can be used individually or as a
complete suite. NAR plans to integrate ATSI’s suite of Hypothermia Management Products into its
comprehensive product portfolio.
“We are excited about this opportunity to combine the environmental control technology of ATSI with our life
saving equipment,” said Samuel D. Wyman III, President of North American Rescue, LLC. “We look forward
to providing the very best life saving innovations that decrease preventable death in Tactical Medicine and
Rescue situations found on the modern battlefield, and believe that this acquisition positions us to rise to the
ever-changing requirements that soldiers, tactical operators and healthcare providers are faced with.”
ATSI brings to NAR increased Research and Development personnel and an extensive Intellectual Property
portfolio that will allow for ongoing development of other hypothermia management products.
About Adaptive Thermal Solutions, Inc.
Adaptive Thermal Solutions has been a technologically advanced Research and Development and
manufacturing firm focused on providing environmental controls for the purpose of increased hypothermia
management in Medevac situations. ATSI will be relocating to the Greenville area of SC in order to join with
the Greer, SC NAR headquarters.
About North American Rescue, LLC.
North American Rescue, LLC, based in Greer, South Carolina, has enjoyed the honor of serving their country,
community, and customers for over a decade. By providing innovative casualty care solutions to first
responders, health care professionals, and security forces at home and abroad, NAR is leading the fray to
decrease preventable death on the battlefield, whether it be a foreign combat zone or the streets of America. For
more information, please visit www.NARescue.com.
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